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Serverless computing is a rapidly growing cloud application model,
popularized by Amazon’s Lambda platform. Serverless cloud services provide fine-grained provisioning of resources, which scale
automatically with user demand. Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) applications follow this serverless model, with the developer providing
their application as a set of functions which are executed in response
to a user- or system-generated event. Functions are designed to
be short-lived and execute inside containers or virtual machines,
introducing a range of system-level overheads. This paper studies
the architectural implications of this emerging paradigm. Using
the commercial-grade Apache OpenWhisk FaaS platform on real
servers, this work investigates and identifies the architectural implications of FaaS serverless computing. The workloads, along with
the way that FaaS inherently interleaves short functions from many
tenants frustrates many of the locality-preserving architectural
structures common in modern processors. In particular, we find
that: FaaS containerization brings up to 20x slowdown compared
to native execution, cold-start can be over 10x a short function’s
execution time, branch mispredictions per kilo-instruction are 20x
higher for short functions, memory bandwidth increases by 6x due
to the invocation pattern, and IPC decreases by as much as 35%
due to inter-function interference. We open-source FaaSProfiler,
the FaaS testing and profiling platform that we developed for this
work.
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ABSTRACT

Figure 1: We characterize the server-level overheads of
Function-as-a-Service applications, compared to native execution. This contrasts with prior work [2–5] which focused
on platform-level or end-to-end issues, relying heavily on
reverse engineering of commercial services’ behavior.

1

INTRODUCTION

Serverless computing is a relatively new paradigm in cloud computing, first launched by Amazon’s AWS Lambda [1] in November
2014. In serverless, the cloud provider manages the provisioning
of resources for a service in a transparent, auto-scaling manner,
without the developer in the loop. The developer is charged in a finegrained way, proportional to the resources provisioned and used
per request, with no cost levied when the service is idle (receiving
no requests).
Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) is a key enabler of serverless computing. FaaS gets its name as it is a way to scale the execution
of simple, standalone, developer-written functions, where state is
not kept across function invocations. Functions in FaaS are eventdriven, invoked by a user’s HTTP request or another type of event
created within the provider’s platform. To match the rate of function invocations, the platform automatically scales the resources
available to execute more instances of the developer’s function in
parallel.
The majority of serverless research has targeted mapping applications to this model, or has focused on scheduling policies or
mechanisms for orchestrating FaaS setups. However, we are interested to know if the computational building blocks of FaaS, namely,
commodity servers used in modern cloud data centers are suitable
for such workloads. FaaS applications differ from traditional
cloud workloads in ways that may jeopardize common architectural wisdom.
Firstly, FaaS functions are typically short-lived and priced in
multiples of a 1ms, 10ms, or 100ms time quantum. Function execution time is usually also capped. Providers must rely on the
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fine-grained interleaving of many short functions to achieve high
throughput. This fine-grained interleaving causes temporal
locality-exploiting structures like branch predictors to underperform, raising questions about present-day computer
architectures’ ability to execute FaaS efficiently. For instance,
we observe a 20x increase in branch mispredictions per kilo-instruction
(MPKI) when comparing our shortest functions to longer functions.
This finding and others are shown in Figure 1.
Secondly, functions often run in a deeply virtualized manner:
inside containers which might run within virtual machines. This
causes a number of OS-level overheads. We find that flat overheads
like the cold start latency of 500ms or more have an outsized impact
on short functions.
Lastly, FaaS developers can write their functions in almost any
language. Each platform has preferred languages, but developers
may upload their own container to run a chosen application in
the FaaS environment. Together, these features make for a highly
dynamic system, with many, fast-changing components, which we
have found bring new, unforeseen overheads and challenges for
architectural optimization.
We provide the first server-level characterization of a Functionas-a-Service platform by carefully investigating a compute node of
an open-source FaaS platform, Apache OpenWhisk (sold commercially as IBM Cloud Functions [6]). This contrasts with previous
work solely focusing on black-box reverse-engineering of commercial FaaS systems [2–5]. With full control of our deployment, we
precisely induce function co-location and access hardware performance counters, something impossible for an external black-box
analysis. Our bottom-up approach enables us to decouple overheads
in managing the cloud platform from the overheads caused in the
server context. This reveals the architectural implications of FaaS
computing.
We identify a range of new overheads that affect FaaS execution
with short functions affected most acutely. Figure 1 summarizes
these overheads in the context of the full stack of overheads.
Our contributions are as follows:
• We perform the first server-level characterization of a Functionas-a-Service platform to determine architectural and microarchitectural impacts.
• We develop and open-source FaaSProfiler, a new FaaS testing platform. This enables other researchers to conduct their
own profiling with OpenWhisk. We also open-source benchmarks, measurement data, and scripts used in this paper.
• We characterize and attribute the individual contributions
to server-level overheads, including containerization (20x
slowdown), cold-start (>10x duration), and interference (35%
IPC reduction) overheads.
• We discover that FaaS workloads can cause certain architectural components to underperform. This includes 20x more
MPKI for branch predictors and 6x higher memory bandwidth under some invocation patterns.
• We identify a mismatch in demands between the FaaS provider,
developer, and service end user, with respect to the present
pricing model. This motivates further research into pricing,
Service-Level Agreements (SLAs), and architectural methods
to alleviate the mismatch.
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2

BACKGROUND

The ideas behind serverless and FaaS have developed over a long
period [7], but only formed into commercial services within the
last few years. FaaS takes lessons from Infrastructure-as-a-Service
(IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), and microservices, but brings
with it completely new pricing, development, and provisioning
models.

2.1

Differences with Other Cloud Models

FaaS is unlike traditional cloud models like IaaS and PaaS, and has
significant differences with newer models such as microservices
which have recently been thoroughly studied [8–10]. Differences
of FaaS from prior models include:
• The FaaS developer does not provision or manage the servers
that functions run on. This means there is no management
of compute bottlenecks by developers.
• Functions are abstracted from machine type. Most providers
do not guarantee a machine type, nor do they price differentially based on them.
• Functions are used to increase server utilization. As such,
functions are often in contention with traditional applications using the same server.
• FaaS is priced at a fine granularity, based on resource utilization, not per API call. FaaS brings cloud computing closer to
a compute-as-utility model.
• The developer is only charged for their function’s execution
time based on memory usage. This ignores platform (e.g.
network, cluster-level scheduling, queuing) and system-level
details (e.g. container management and OS scheduling) and
motivates the provider to minimize these overheads.
• Similar to microservices, functions are typically very short
(O(100ms)). This is in contrast to common cloud and processor architectures that expect long-running applications.
The overheads of handling these short functions can further
worsen the problem of low utilization in cloud servers [11–
13]. Moreover, due to high parallelism, performance interference effects can be amplified.
• FaaS providers give SLAs only for availability.
The Cloud Native Computing Foundation (CNCF) divides serverless into FaaS and Backend-as-a-Service (BaaS) [14]. They define
BaaS as “third-party API-based services that replace core subsets
of functionality in an application. Because those APIs are provided
as a service that auto-scales and operates transparently, this appears to the developer to be serverless." Many storage platforms,
microservices, and traditional, more monolithic, cloud platforms
are as such considered BaaS, because scaling, resource-provisioning,
and operation are transparent to the API end-user. However, today
they likely are not implemented using or priced like FaaS.
Isolation. FaaS generally makes use of containers provided by
the developer (usually via a Docker [15] file) to run and handle each
request. The provider may hide this for simple use cases, providing a
portal to upload source files. Containers lack typical cloud isolation
therefore many platforms run containers inside virtual machines,
leading to higher overheads.
Metrics. The FaaS provider is unaware of functions’ applicationlevel performance metrics beyond throughput and execution time.
As such, they do not guarantee metrics like 99th-percentile latency
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Figure 2: In FaaS, the stakeholders’ demands directly compete. The end user desires low latency, the developer desires
low execution time and thus cost, and the FaaS provider desires high throughput across their services.
as in more controlled settings like PaaS or microservices. This
exposes the developer to platform-level behavior like high cold start
times. This has motivated previous studies of the internals of FaaS
platforms, invoking large numbers of different functions in different
settings, in order to reverse-engineer the underlying system [3–5].
We go beyond this prior work, looking inside OpenWhisk as the
provider to further break down the causes of variance in throughput,
latency, and execution time.
Providers have just begun to give SLAs for FaaS [16]. These only
cover uptime, falling in line with broader cloud SLAs at 99.95%.
Beyond this, providers are making few guarantees to developers.
Pricing. FaaS is priced differently to existing cloud services, depending only on each function invocation’s execution time and the
function’s memory limit (most often statically set by the developer).
Charging only for compute time enables new applications that rely
on massive parallelism to produce results at a high speed and low
cost [17–19].
FaaS is priced in gigabyte-seconds (GB-s), with some providers
having modifiers of gigahertz-seconds (GHz-s) or total invocations.
A gigabyte-second is one second of execution, where the function is provided 1 gigabyte of memory. Usually a function has a
static memory limit set in advance (of at least its true demand). In
some cases, an increased memory limit entails a faster processor
allocation (hence the additional gigahertz-seconds). With Apache
OpenWhisk, a higher memory limit allocates more CPU time. The
developer is charged for the time their functions execute, ignoring
system-level processing, and container/VM setup or teardown.
Demands. In FaaS, the system’s three stakeholders have different demands, as shown in Figure 2. For return on investment, the
provider prefers high throughput, raising revenue per unit time and
the utilization of their cloud infrastructure. The developer values
low execution time most, reducing their compute cost. The end user,
who makes the function invocations, wants low latency to run their
application smoothly. We find that in our FaaS deployment, these
three metrics are in competition, raising an economic quandary for
the FaaS provider and questions about the effects of the present
FaaS pricing model on the developer and end user.

2.2
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To analyze FaaS in depth, we need the visibility to understand
system components and decouple software from architectural overheads. An open-source FaaS platform enables us to do this. To
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Figure 3: We build FaaSProfiler which interacts with OpenWhisk to run controlled tests and to profile various metrics.
maximize our results’ relevance, we seek to study commercial systems. These requirements led us to Apache OpenWhisk [20], the
basis of IBM Cloud Functions. It is the only complete FaaS platform
open-sourced by a major provider and is straightforward to deploy.
Finally, as OpenWhisk has been used in many recent studies [21–
23], using it can help the reader to better relate the findings of this
work to broader system trade-offs.
OpenWhisk uses Docker containers [15] without virtual machines to deploy functions, to reduce overhead. Practitioners are
evaluating the differences and trade-offs between containerization
and virtualization [24]. New virtual machines have been developed
to better match the low startup latencies of containers. Examples include the production-grade Amazon Firecracker microVM [25, 26]
and LightVM [27]. On the other hand, new containers have been
introduced to decrease the overhead of containerization [28, 29].
The components of OpenWhisk are shown in Figure 3. HTTP
requests intended to invoke a function (called an action in OpenWhisk) enter via an NGINX [30] reverse proxy. They are then forwarded to the Controller, which handles API requests like function
invocations. The Controller checks the CouchDB database for authentication before loading action information from CouchDB. The
Controller’s Load Balancer then chooses a healthy and available
Invoker to initiate the action and passes it the information via the
Kafka publish-subscribe messaging component. The Invoker then
invokes the action in a Docker container, taken from its pool. This
container either comes from the developer, or is a language-specific
container that the developer’s code is injected into. On completion of the function invocation, the results and statistics about the
execution are logged to CouchDB, and for blocking API calls, the
results are returned to the end user.
OpenWhisk supports running functions in languages including
Python, Node.js, Scala, Java, Go, Ruby, Swift, and PHP. Developers
may provide their own Docker file to run function(s) of their choice.

3

METHODOLOGY

We use a server with an 8-core, 16-thread Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4
CPU which has 20MB of L3 cache. The server has 16GB of 2133MHz
DDR4 RAM connected to a single channel, which we show has been
sufficient for our experiments both regarding capacity and available
bandwidth.
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Listing 1: Example Workload Configuration JSON.
{
" test_name ": " sample_test " ,
" test_duration_in_seconds ": 25 ,
" random_seed ": 110 ,
" blocking_cli ": false ,
" instances " :{
" instance0 " :{
" application ": " function0 " ,
" distribution ": " Poisson " ,
" rate ": 20 ,
" activity_window ": [5 , 20]
},
" instance1 " :{
" application ": " function0 " ,
" distribution ": " Uniform " ,
" rate ": 100 ,
" activity_window ": [10 , 15]
},
" instance2 " :{
" application ": " function1 " ,
" data_file ": " ~/ image . jpg " ,
" distribution ": " Poisson " ,
" rate ": 15 ,
" activity_window ": [1 , 24]
}
},
" perf_monitoring " :{
" runtime_script ": " MonitoringScript . sh "
}
}

We use the public OpenWhisk source code, as released on GitHub1
and built from Git commit 084e5d3. Our only changes from the
default settings were to increase the limits on the number of concurrent invocations and invocations per minute, and to increase
the memory allocated to the invoker, as discussed in Section 6.2.
Finally, the test server’s OS is Ubuntu 16.04.04 LTS.

3.1

FaaSProfiler

In this work, we introduce FaaSProfiler2 , a tool for testing and
profiling FaaS platforms. We built FaaSProfiler based on the real
needs and limitations we faced early on conducting our studies:
• Arbitrary mix of functions and invocation patterns.
FaaSProfiler enables the description of various invocation
patterns, function mixes, and activity windows in a clean,
user-friendly format.
• FaaS-testing not plug-and-play. Each function should be
invoked independently at the right time. Precisely invoking hundreds or thousands of functions per second needs a
reliable, automated tool. We achieve this with FaaSProfiler.
• Large amount of performance and profiling data. FaaSProfiler enables fast analysis of performance profiling data (e.g.,
latency, execution time, wait time, etc.) together with resource profiling data (e.g L1-D MPKI, LLC misses, block I/O,
etc.). The user can specify which parameters to profile and
make use of the rich feature sets of open-source data analysis
libraries like Python pandas [31].
Figure 3 shows FaaSProfiler and how it interacts with OpenWhisk via HTTP get/post. The user specifies the mix of function
1 https://github.com/apache/incubator-openwhisk
2 http://parallel.princeton.edu/FaaSProfiler.html
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Application
autocomplete
markdown
img-resize
sentiment
ocr-img

Description
Autocomplete a user string from a corpus
Renders Markdown text to HTML
Resizes an image to several icons
Sentiment analysis of given text
Find text in user image using Tesseract OCR

Runtime
NodeJS
Python
NodeJS
Python
NodeJS + binary

Table 1: The list and description of FaaS applications we
wrote or repurposed to use as benchmarks.
invocations in JSON format. Listing 1 shows an example JSON configuration. Here, the test is set to run for 25 seconds with a fixed
random seed (110). Function invocations are non-blocking, where
function0 is invoked at 20 invocations per second (ips) between
seconds 5 to 20 of the test with a Poisson distribution. This function
is also invoked as instance1 with 100ips between seconds 10 to 15
with a uniform distribution. Between seconds 1 to 24, function1
is invoked at 15ips with a Poisson distribution. Note the image
data file for function1. The binary data from the file is sent alongside the invocations. The example configuration also specifies an
optional runtime profiling script (MonitoringScript.sh) to run
concurrently at test start. This approach provides high flexibility
and modularity for profiling. We utilize these runtime profiling
scripts to use tools such as perf (Linux performance counters profiling), pqos-msr (Intel RDT Utility [32]), and blktrace (Linux
block I/O tracing).
After specifying the config file, the user runs their experiments
using the Synthetic Workload Invoker. Once complete, the Workload Analyzer can plot the results and archive them in standard
Pandas data frames for later analysis and comparison of multiple
tests using the Comparative Analyzer.
FaaSProfiler will provide researchers the ability to quickly and
precisely profile FaaS platforms on real servers. It not only provides
the entire testing and profiling environment, but also accelerates
testing early-stage research ideas. After cloning, FaaSProfiler is set
up with a single script. It is then ready to profile the user’s functions.
We also include a number of microbenchmarks and applications
(discussed in Section 3.2).

3.2

Benchmarks

Microbenchmarks. To investigate the overhead of FaaS function
execution compared to native execution, we used a subset of the
Python Performance Benchmark Suite [33]. We created OpenWhisk
actions (functions) from the microbenchmarks, ignoring very similar microbenchmarks and those with a number of library dependencies, leaving us with a final set of 28. The same Python version
was used throughout. For functions requiring libraries, we built
unique minimal container images. The OpenWhisk action container
includes code to receive and process the incoming HTTP requests
to pass any arguments to the function that is being invoked, and to
retrieve any results to send back to the caller.
Benchmark Applications. We have also written or repurposed
five FaaS functions (detailed in Table 1) to use as representative
FaaS benchmark applications. The functions are written in Python
and NodeJS, and ocr-img calls the open-source Tesseract OCR [34]
from NodeJS as an external binary. The containers are built either
by injecting into the existing OpenWhisk containers for Python
and NodeJS, or by creating a new container based on them when
additional libraries or binaries are needed.
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Figure 4: The invocation rate of a function (json_dumps here)
determines its latency behavior. (Lower latency is better)

SYSTEM-LEVEL BEHAVIOR

Running functions natively is inherently different from provisioning functions in FaaS. For instance, the user directly starts a native
function execution. However, function invocation in FaaS entails
additional steps such as traversing load balancers and messaging
layers. Even the very notion of performance is different. Runtime
is a broadly accepted metric for functions running natively, but
it is less clear what should contribute to a function performance
metric for FaaS. This section aims to establish a common ground
for the reader to better understand FaaS and to contextualize our
later results.

4.1

Latency Modes and Server Capacity

Here, we show how the latency of function completions depend on
invocation frequency in an interesting way. We demonstrate this
with json_dumps, though we observe this behavior for all functions.
Figure 4 shows the latency for four different ips rates, invoked in a
uniform distribution for 10 seconds. Each rate has different latency
variation behaviors which we call latency modes:
(1) Over-invoked: If no container is available for the invoker
to provision to a function, the invocation is queued. When
more functions are invoked than the server can execute (the
red 100ips test in Figure 4), latency keeps increasing, due to
the backlog of this internal queue. An active load balancer
can avoid sending new invocations to over-invoked servers.
(2) Under-invoked: OpenWhisk pauses idle containers after a
50ms grace period to save memory. On the other hand, if invocations are queued and the server has available resources,
new containers are started. Now, if a server is under-invoked
(the blue 8ips test in Figure 4), containers become idle for
long enough to be paused. This causes a latency ripple effect
as invocations must wait periodically for container(s) for
functions to be unpaused.
(3) Balanced: If the invocation rate is high enough to avoid
pauses and low enough to stay within the server capacity,
function invocation latency converges. For the green 50ips
test in Figure 4, the latency converges to the execution time
of roughly 55ms after about 3.75 seconds.
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Figure 5: Function json_dumps invoked with different rates
to study the latency modes. The breakdown of latency (made
of initialization time, wait time, and execution time) is
shown, as are the cycles per second spent in user and kernel modes. Kernel overhead is especially high for the underinvoked case.
As shown in orange in Figure 4, the invocation rate can be set
to match the server processing capacity, keeping the latency on
the boundary of balanced and over-invoked modes. We use this
number as a measure to capture the capacity of the server for a
function; in this case for json_dumps it is 66ips.

4.2

Performance Breakdown

In Section 4.1, we showed how the latency of a function depends
on the invocation rate. This latency comprises different components which we study here. We invoke json_dumps at 8ips (underinvoked), 50ips (balanced), and 100ips (over-invoked), each for a
five-second phase. Between phases, there is a five-second idle period (no invocations). Figure 5 depicts the breakdown of latency
components alongside CPU cycles spent in user and kernel modes.
Breakdown of function latency. The latency of a function invocation on a server (excluding network latency, and cluster-level
scheduling and queueing) comprises of different components: (1)
Initialization time or cold start time is spent preparing a function container. Warm functions skip initialization. (2) Wait time is
spent waiting inside OpenWhisk before execution. (3) Execution
time is the time taken for a container to run the function. All of
these affect the end-to-end latency for the users. Therefore, delivering suitable FaaS offerings requires reducing cold starts or their
cost, minimizing the queueing time for invocations, and keeping
the function execution times low.
Cold starts are costly. We observe cold start time of at least 500ms
and as high as 1000ms (marker A in Figure 5). This overhead occurs
for the invocations that spin up new containers or un-pause paused
containers. If containers remain live, there is no cold start.
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Figure 7: Functions with longer execution time have lower
branch MPKI.
Wait time follows a queueing model. Function invocations are
queued at the server-level to be run by worker container(s). While
this local queue is different from cluster-level queues managed
by load balancers, it still follows similar queuing principles that
directly affect the QoS [35]. If the processing rate is higher than
the invocation rate, the queue wait time decreases (balanced mode)
as shown by marker B in Figure 5, and eventually flattens out (not
pictured). However, if the invocation rate exceeds the processing
capacity, there will be an accumulation of queueing delay and thus
increasing wait time (over-invoked mode), as shown by marker C
in Figure 5. When under-invoked, containers are paused/unpaused.
Due to this varying processing capacity, the queue wait time varies.
Execution Time is variable. Marker D in Figure 5 shows high
variability in execution time in the balanced and over-invoked
modes when they reach the steady-state (once all containers have
started). Such variations are mainly caused by involuntary context
switches and get worsened by increased concurrency.
The OS kernel overhead is non-trivial. The kernel can consume
a significant portion of active CPU cycles; especially when underinvoked, where containers are paused and unpaused regularly. The
proportion of cycles spent in kernel mode, as compared to user mode
is considerably higher when under-invoked. As the OS overhead
is much less for native execution of functions, lowering the OSrelated costs of virtualization for functions remains an active area
of research [29, 36–38].
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COMPUTE AND MEMORY

To understand the architectural implications of FaaS, we examine
which architectural components are affected the most by the finegrained interleaving of many short functions. Here, we focus on
the processor’s primary locality-preserving mechanisms: branch
predictors and caches. We find unique mismatches in the presentday design of branch prediction, LLC sizing, and memory bandwidth
availability when they are used to run a FaaS environment. We
then recommend how to improve the servers and broader cloud
environment to better afford FaaS.

5.1

Branch Prediction

In this section, we explain how our series of experiments reveal
insights into the branch prediction behavior of FaaS workloads.
Specifically, we want to know to what extent branch predictors can
handle short containerized function executions.
We started by invoking the json_dumps function with a high
enough rate to ensure it remained in the balanced latency mode to
keep all worker containers alive (i.e. at its capacity). This way, the
container cold start code execution is eliminated from our profiling
data. We observe that in the balanced mode, regardless of the invocation rate, the branch mis-predictions per kilo-instruction (MPKI)
converges to the same value. This is shown in the left sub-figure of
Figure 6.
After ensuring that the invocation rate within the balanced mode
does not affect the branch MPKI values for a few functions, we
compared the MPKI for different functions. To avoid the added
complexity of a cross-language comparison, we chose from our
python microbenchmarks and python applications. We observed
that they have distinct branch MPKI convergence values, shown in
the right sub-figure of Figure 6. At first look, one might think that
these different MPKI values are due to different code for various
functions. However, plotting the branch MPKI against the execution
time, we came across the trend shown in Figure 7. Longer functions
appear to have noticeably lower branch MPKI.
Observing this trend and the lack of more detailed visibility in
our test machine motivated us to look deeper into understanding
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Implications. Our observation that present branch predictors
experience higher MPKI for short functions motivates an investigation of branch predictor modifications to better target shortlived functions like FaaS. For instance, branch predictors that train
quickly, or that retain state on a per-application basis. It also makes
clear that FaaS function lifetime is short enough to harm temporal
locality-related microarchitectural features.

5.2

Last-level Cache

To explore the impact of Last-level Cache (LLC) size on function
cold start and execution time, we limited the amount of LLC accessible to CPU cores in hardware. This was feasible as our test server’s
CPU supports Intel Cache Allocation Technology (CAT) [41]. We
controlled the LLC allocations using the Intel RDT Software Package [32]. We conducted experiments for each of our benchmark
applications, during which we invoked each function with a low
enough rate to experience cold start for every invocation.
As seen in Figure 9, LLC is not the performance bottleneck for
these functions since reducing its size by almost 80% has no significant impact on their cold start or execution time. However, all
of these functions experience significant slowdown with less than
2MB of LLC. As a reminder, a non-trivial amount of kernel code
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this behavior. We wanted to understand the role of the language runtime’s startup time for cold containers, and whether there is a clear
loss in branch MPKI for shorter functions as compared to longer
functions. We wrote a custom Pintool [39] to generate branch traces
for some of our functions running outside of the containerized FaaS
environment. Due to the limitations of Intel Pin, these traces do
not include any branch information for execution inside the kernel.
Additionally, these traces include the Python 3 language runtime
startup. Using the simulation infrastructure provided as part of the
Championship Branch Prediction 2016 (CBP-5), we simulated two
GShare branch predictors [40] with Pattern History Tables of 4KB
and 32KB in size.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 8. During Python 3
startup (indicated by the empty function, null, but expressed almost identically by all of our functions), MPKI is relatively high
but decreases quickly. While the relationship of shorter functions
having higher MPKI is intuitive, it is important to note that the
traditional expectation is that programs will run for long enough to
train the branch predictor (possibly across multiple OS scheduling
quanta). In the FaaS environment, functions are short enough for
MPKI to be noticeably affected by their length. This causes a difference in final MPKI between the shortest (json_loads) and longest
(pidigits) functions of 18.8x for 32KB GShare and of 16.18x for
4KB GShare. Looking just at the data points for pidigits, we also
see that it has a similarly high MPKI when it has executed the same
number of instructions as json_loads, so this is not simply a matter of the shorter functions being harder to predict. Additionally,
when a short function is infrequently invoked (so the predictor
will not stay trained), the language runtime startup will make up
a significant amount of the execution time. For a longer function
like pidigits which takes over 300ms to execute, only 3% of the
instructions are in the startup code. However, for the shortest function, json_loads, 60.9% of the instructions executed are from the
startup code.
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Figure 9: When invoked to cause cold starts, increasing LLC
size beyond around 2MB does not significantly change the
cold start latency and execution time of five functions.
executes on the server to enable OpenWhisk (Figure 5), thereby
congesting the cache. As a side note, we observed that all Python 3
functions have the same cold start which is 3-5x higher than the
NodeJS cold start.
Our observation regarding the low LLC requirement of FaaS
workloads resonates well with the trend reported by prior studies on emerging cloud workloads [10, 42–44]. CloudSuite authors
have shown that scale-out and server workloads have minimal performance sensitivity to LLC sizes beyond 4-6MB [43]. Analyzing
modern latency-critical cloud workloads, Chen et al. [42] characterized them as “not highly sensitive to LLC allocations especially at low
load.” Additionally, in the context of microservices, Gan et al. [10]
have reported considerably lower LLC misses compared to traditional cloud applications. Considering that LLC takes a significant
area on modern processors [44–46], our observation confirms the
need to overcome this source of inefficiency in yet another class of
cloud services.
Implications. Using current servers and in the short-term, cloud
providers can utilize this ample LLC by partitioning the LLC generously to different system components, in an effort to mitigate LLC
interference effects. However, in the long-term, providers might
benefit from deploying processors with smaller LLCs or providing
more processor cores, as has recently become popular for processors specifically designed for the cloud [47–49]. This would directly
translate into lower TCO for providers, and thus cheaper services
for clients.

5.3

Memory Bandwidth

We used Intel’s Cache Monitoring Technology (CMT) and Memory
Bandwidth Monitoring (MBM) [41] to monitor potential memory
bandwidth contention. We invoked five different functions separately with their capacity rates on this server, under different cache
sizes. The result is shown in Figure 10. Depending on the function
and whether it uses the entire LLC, the memory bandwidth utilization can vary significantly – from 3.5% to 88% of the bandwidth
limit of 17.07GB/s for our setup. Also, functions differed in their
sensitivity to LLC size. But, under LLC scarcity, memory bandwidth
was affected for all functions as the system started to thrash.
Values presented in Figure 10 correspond to invocation at capacity rates. We observed that although the total memory bandwidth
usage at capacity is higher than balanced or under-invoked latency
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Figure 10: Memory bandwidth consumption varies a lot between functions. img-resize consumes the highest bandwidth (up to 88%) under default LLC size (20MB). Smaller
LLC sizes translate into higher bandwidth usage. We run
each function separately at its capacity.
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Figure 12: Invoker memory size determines the number of parallel containers, affecting the server capacity
(json_dumps here). However, this parallelism has overheads
which limit the capacity gains.
to ensure that the bandwidth is used most efficiently and that the
function is able to move into its balanced mode as soon as possible.

6

PLACEMENT AND SCHEDULING

In this section, we take a step back, to see the implications of FaaS
at a higher level. We explain how functions are scheduled inside a
server and what it means for the ideal server size. We then present
the consequences of this scheduling and how it can enable a FaaS
provider to unfairly overcharge users mapped to an over-capacity
server. Finally, we demonstrate intense interference effects in a
busy FaaS server.
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Figure 11: Under-invocation leads to cold starts, increasing the normalized memory bandwidth consumption per
invocation. This behavior is independent of memory limit.
We invoked different variants of markdown with their corresponding capacities to show this.
modes, per invocation bandwidth consumption follows the opposite trend. This is shown in Figure 11. We invoked four variants of
markdown with 128MB, 256MB, 384MB, and 512MB of memory limit.
These variants have capacities of 166ips, 160ips, 122ips, and 104ips,
respectively. Each variant was invoked with a Poisson distribution
at 20%, 80%, and 100% of its capacity. At 20% capacity, all variants
experience many cold starts, and this significantly increases their
normalized memory bandwidth usage.
Figure 11 also depicts the average per-invocation memory bandwidth usage for native execution of the markdown function. It is 3.8x
lower than the lowest memory bandwidth usage of the corresponding OpenWhisk action. We measured this baseline by executing the
function in sixteen concurrent processes, fully utilizing the sixteen
hardware threads available on the server’s CPU.
Implications. Knowing that memory bandwidth increases at coldstart time, memory bandwidth provisioning could be used to isolate
newly starting containers. This would help to keep containers for
other functions in their balanced mode. Additionally, prefetcher
algorithms could be developed specifically for container cold-start

6.1

Invoker Scheduling

The Invoker is at the heart of OpenWhisk and is responsible for
running containers. In OpenWhisk, the number of containers that
can run at once (and their share of CPU time) is determined by the
amount of memory allocated to the Invoker (known as its memory
size) combined with each container’s chosen memory limit.
To show this interplay, we determined the capacity of json_dumps
under various container memory limits and Invoker memory sizes.
The results are shown in Figure 12 – smaller function memory
limits and larger Invoker memory sizes lead to higher capacity. We
can see that the number of running containers is the primary factor
affecting capacity, as doubling both the container memory limit
and the Invoker memory size together results in the same capacity.
The interesting observation here is that for a fixed container
memory limit, the gains of moving to larger invoker memory sizes
quickly vanish. This is because other factors such as limitations
on the available CPU time for a given function start to kick in.
From another experiment we ran on the same function, we saw
that doubling the Invoker memory size from 4GB to 8GB resulted in
an average increase of 42.9% in latency and 70.5% in execution time.
This is likely due to the overhead of managing and scheduling twice
as many containers. We investigate this more in Section 6.2. Knowing this trade-off, we picked 4GB of Invoker memory to conduct
our experiments in this work.
Implications. The behavior of the system as we varied Invoker
memory size raises questions about OS scheduling for FaaS. Increasing the number of containers can improve server capacity, but
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To ascertain the correct memory limit (and thus scheduling share)
for several of our microbenchmark functions, we swept the space
of function memory limits. Figure 13 shows the average measured
capacity as well as latency and execution time at capacity for each
sweep. While each metric increases when moving to smaller memory limits, the difference in magnitude of the increases raises a
concerning imbalance between the demands of the FaaS provider
(who values increasing capacity/throughput, but also profits from
increasing execution time), the developer (who values decreasing
execution time), and a potential individual end user (who values
decreasing latency).
Looking deeper, we divided the increase in latency or execution
time by the increase in capacity at the same step. This is the marginal increase in latency/execution time over the marginal increase
in capacity for a step in memory limit. We see in Figure 13 that
when stepping from 512MB to 384MB, and from 384MB to 256MB,
the marginal capacity increase is close to proportional. However,
when stepping to 128MB, the marginal capacity increase is only
69.4%-81.3% of the marginal latency increase and only 54.9%-64.5%
of the marginal execution time increase. We chose a memory limit
of 256MB as it remains within the reasonable regime of marginal
increases of capacity compared to latency and execution time.
The imbalance comes as execution time (and thus price) and
latency (the end user’s experience) are lost in favor of the FaaS
provider’s preferred capacity maximization, while the provider
guarantees the developer no QoS via the SLA. The provider has
the incentive to go over capacity, selling more function invocations per unit time on the same hardware, while also
increasing functions’ execution time, making the provider
more money. The execution time increase may not proportionally show in the latency, but it directly increases the cost of the
service. Additionally, the extra wall-clock time charged to the developer may not actually be useful cycles. Our experiments show
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is accompanied by significant increases in latency and execution
time. Given that execution time for short functions is on the same
order as the OS scheduling quantum, this motivates a FaaS-aware
scheduler that would aim to complete the execution of a given
function before invoking the scheduler again.

Server IPC

Figure 13: When invoked at capacity, reducing each function’s memory limit from 512MB to 384MB and 256MB increases the
latency and execution time roughly proportionally. However, decreasing the memory limit to 128MB increases capacity only
slightly, while costing much more in latency and execution time.
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Figure 14: Interference effects are severe in FaaS. While
json_dumps is invoked at 80% of its capacity (128ips), just 20
deltablue invocations in 4 seconds cause lingering effects
that reduce IPC and increase page faults, context switches,
and cache misses per kilo-instruction.
that those cycles are likely spent in OS scheduling, container management, page fault handling, or pipeline flushes due to branch
mis-predictions.
Implications. Solving this pricing incentive phenomenon is beyond the scope of this paper. However, our findings motivate a
search for solutions. Some possibilities are 1) pricing model changes,
such as excluding system-level overheads or deploying incentivecompatible pricing schemes [50], 2) architectural changes, such as
better isolation, and 3) SLA changes, structural guarantees made to
the developer by the FaaS provider.

Slowdown Compared to
Native Execution
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Figure 15: All functions experience a containerization overhead compared to native execution. These overheads are significantly higher for paused containers than for live containers. (Slowdown plotted as log, lower is better)
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Figure 16: Shorter functions experience relatively higher
slowdown. (Log-log plot, lower is better)

Interference

To characterize the interference effects within our system, we set
up the function json_dumps to be invoked at 80% of its capacity
(128 ips) for a 29 second period, putting it in what would normally
be its balanced mode. At the 10th second, deltablue is invoked at
a rate of 5 invocations per second for 4 seconds. Figure 14 shows
this experiment, with json_dumps starting at the 1st second and
deltablue starting at the 11th second. The figure shows latency
for json_dumps, and the instructions per cycle (IPC), page faults
per kilo-instruction, context switches per kilo-instruction, and LLC
MPKI of the system. Looking at the latency, we can see that when
deltablue begins to be invoked, json_dumps moves into its overinvoked mode, and takes some time to recover back to a balanced
mode once deltablue is no longer being invoked. During this time
window, we observe that IPC drops by 35% versus the balanced
mode, and this correlates with significant increases in page faults,
context switches, and LLC misses per kilo-instruction, which are
all the overheads of bringing up new containers for deltablue.
Implications. A deeper architectural investigation of the interference phenomenon would shine light on the behavior we observe
here. The increase in page faults per kilo-instruction canlikely be
ameliorated by changes to the processor’s TLBs. FaaS-specific LLC
prefetching algorithms could also reduce LLC misses. Higher level
isolation changes may also have positive impacts on all of the metrics we measured.

DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we discuss a few remaining aspects that should be
taken into account when reasoning about the architectural implications of FaaS holistically. These include the overhead of containerization, broader differences of functions running natively versus in
FaaS settings, and the impact of programming languages.

7.1

100

6.3

7

Overhead of Containers

While there have been numerous studies on the impact of containerization [51–53], we also characterize it in our setting to provide
a complete view to the reader. Figure 15 shows the average slowdown experienced by different functions when running in Docker
containers under OpenWhisk, compared to native execution (error
bars indicate standard deviation). This slowdown is noticeable and
depends on whether the action container is alive (green bars on
left) or paused (orange bars on right). A paused container incurs
considerably higher slowdown, as seen.
By default, OpenWhisk pauses idle containers after a 50ms grace
period. While this number or the exact policy might vary from
vendor to vendor, the issue is universal: containers cannot be kept
alive forever and should be paused to release memory. In our experiments, we have observed that the additional latency due to paused
containers is the dominant factor for performance variations. Fast
container un-pausing, denser packing of live containers, and redefinition of the memory hierarchy to suit this setup are some of the
potential architectural opportunities to tackle this issue.
We have observed a strong correlation between slowdown and
function duration. In particular, there is a power-law relation between slowdown for paused action containers and the native execution time, as shown in Figure 16. The shorter the function,
the higher the slowdown. This is due in part to fixed overheads
being proportionally larger compared to the length of short functions. These slowdowns may necessitate consolidation of short
functions by developers, or perhaps under the hood by the FaaS
provider. Indeed, Akkus et al. [54] recently showed the advantages
of application-level sandboxing for improving latency.

7.2

Native vs. in-FaaS Function Execution

Experiencing performance overheads due to containerization is not
the only differences functions experience running on FaaS compared to native execution. We addressed many such differences
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in the paper. As mentioned in Section 4.2, performance variability
due to cold starts, orchestration, and queuing can contribute to
QoS in FaaS. These overheads can become more problematic when
function durations are shorter or when invocation patterns are
burstier. Note that a fast burst can incur creating new containers
and thus additional cold starts. Aside from the QoS aspects, containerized functions also consume more resources in FaaS settings.
One example is the higher memory bandwidth usage, as shown
in Section 5.3. In addition, provisioning additional isolation for security in FaaS further ramps up the resource usage [55]. Finally,
the common practice of enforcing memory limits on FaaS functions makes them different from native functions. Memory limits
in FaaS can be much lower than typical memory sizes of IaaS VMs.
Therefore, a developer now needs to be more cautious about their
function’s maximum memory consumption.

7.3

The Role of Programming Language

We primarily used Python (and some NodeJS) functions to demonstrate system-level behavior. This is due to their wide support across
every major platform. While we do not draw conclusions about the
performance of different languages, we believe that our primary
conclusions regarding overheads, latency modes, prediction performance, etc will hold, regardless of language. Other work has found
variance in the cost of FaaS functions across different languages
and FaaS platforms [4]. Going forward, providers will feel competitive pressure to improve the performance of the most heavily-used
languages in order to lure customers to their platforms.

8

RELATED WORK

Studies demystifying serverless and FaaS. The majority of the
related work on characterization of serverless/FaaS have been conducted from outside FaaS platforms [2–5, 56]. This means through
careful testing, those researchers reverse-engineered what could
be happening inside the black-box of commercial serverless systems. Despite providing valuable insights about FaaS offerings of
providers such as AWS Lambda, Google Cloud Functions, Microsoft
Azure Functions, and IBM Cloud Functions, those studies are bound
by many practical restrictions. Lack of control over co-location [3],
low visibility due to virtualization, and having no access to hardware performance counters are just a few such limitations. We are
the first to take a bottom-up approach and conduct a server-level
analysis of the FaaS model. This is vital, as we wanted to not only
decouple network and server overheads, but also carefully understand overheads within a server. This enabled us to, for the first
time, provide data about the architectural implications of FaaS.
Studies on architectural implications of emerging cloud
models. Prior work has characterized emerging cloud models and
workloads to understand inefficiencies in state-of-the-art server
architectures. CloudSuite was introduced and has been used to
study the architectural implications of scale-out workloads [43, 57].
It has influenced the design of new processor [58, 59] and accelerator [60] architectures for the cloud. A number of related works
tackle characterizing resource consumption and performance breakdowns inside modern cloud data centers [61–65]. These studies are
conducted at larger scale and have made valuable data publicly
available to the research community. As microservices have gained
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interest recently, there have been studies discovering architectural
implications [8] and proposing benchmark suites [10, 66] to enable
further research. This paper is the first study to describe the architectural implications of FaaS applications and platforms. We also
open source the testing and profiling tool we developed. FaaSProfiler will accelerate testing new ideas for other researchers and
provide ground truth for architectural simulations by enabling the
fast testing of a commercial-grade FaaS platform on local servers.
Profiling tools for the cloud. Researchers have developed numerous tools to profile and analyze cloud systems and workloads.
One can classify those works based on their goal. There have been
many works regarding tracing and diagnostics of cloud systems [67–
71]. Another group of tools have been developed to conduct stress
testing of cloud infrastructure [72, 73]. Profiling tools can be much
more fine-grained in scope in order to conduct instruction-level
introspection [39, 74–76]. Our tool, FaaSProfiler, is unique in that it
is the first open testing and profiling tool to target a FaaS platform.
Moreover, it flexibly enables the use of a wide range of available
system profiling/tracing tools.

9

CONCLUSION

Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) serverless computing is an emerging
service model in the cloud. The main body of FaaS research centers
around cluster-level system management or building new applications using FaaS. However, serverless (while a nice name) is not
server-less and functions still run on providers’ servers. Understanding the implications of this new service model at the server-level is
necessary for building next-generation cloud servers.
We provide the first server-level characterization of a Functionas-a-Service deployment on a commercial-grade platform. We find
many new system-level and architectural insights on how shortlived deeply-virtualized functions can act against the common wisdom. In particular, architectural features that exploit temoporal
locality and reuse are thwarted by the short function runtimes in
FaaS. We see significant opportunity for computer architecture researchers to develop new mechanisms to address these challenges.
Alongside this study, we open source a tool we developed, FaaSProfiler, which can accelerate testing and profiling FaaS platforms.
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